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Foundation to expand the reach of their legendary Eagles 
Eye Mobile program in Philadelphia. In October 2019, 
the “Eagles Eye Mobile Powered by Vision To Learn” was 
officially launched. By adding a second mobile vision clinic 
and adopting Vision To Learn’s program model, the joint 
program plans to help every student in need in the School 
District of Philadelphia over a two-year period. What’s more, 
all glasses for the program are provided in-kind by  
Warby Parker.

Teaming up  Teaming up  
with the Eagles.with the Eagles.

“Children are in the best position to learn  
and succeed when they can see clearly and 
are fully engaged in what’s going on in their 
classrooms. We know that sometimes families  
do not have access to quality vision care, so  
we are excited to be able to ensure students 
across the city will have access to these  
crucial services.”

— Dr. William Hite  
     Superintendent, School District of Philadelphia
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Partnerships help kids receive 
specialized care.
Vision To Learn’s Philadelphia program is fortunate 
to boast a wonderful community partnership with 
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia that sets aside 
dedicated clinic time to provide Eagles Eye Mobile-
referred students with pediatric ophthalmology 
exams. The program is deeply appreciated by  
both the School District of Philadelphia and  
Vision To Learn.

New model increases  
program reach.
Key program improvements will help the Eagles 
Eye Mobile examine many more kids in the years to 
come. Last year the School District of Philadelphia 
agreed to use an “opt-out” consent model for the 
program, which means that returning signed forms 
will no longer be an obstacle to kids receiving a free 
eye exam and glasses. This change made a huge 
difference: in the 2019-20 school year, the program 
examined 89% more students than in the previous 
year—despite losing several months to COVID-
related school closures.

The most dramatic increase was seen at Henry 
Lawton School. In the 2018-19 school year, 
only 10 students were examined, resulting in 9 
prescriptions. Last year, after switching to an opt-
out consent model, Vision To Learn examined 151 
Henry Lawton School students and prescribed 
129 glasses—a 1,410% increase in program 
involvement!
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Since launching in 2018 in Pittsburgh Public Schools, Vision 
To Learn has expanded service to more than 20 districts 
in the region and engaged with more than 40 community 
partners like The Greater Pittsburgh Food Bank, UPMC 
Children’s Hospital, and Homewood Children’s Village. This 
year Vision To Learn provided eye exams and glasses to 
students in Beaver, Butler, and Washington counties, and 
began a project that will visit nearly every Title 1 school 
in Allegheny County. In all, Vision To Learn has service 
agreements with districts serving over 45,000 students; over 
11,000 are estimated to need glasses.

Partnering to help kids Partnering to help kids 
throughout the region.throughout the region.

“Vision To Learn is a tremendous asset to our 
community, and has helped meet the needs 
of many of the children and families we  
work with.”

— Kristi Burry 
     UPMC Children’s Hospital,  
     Community Health Manager



Lost glasses shouldn’t mean 
losing the game.
Alonzo was a 7th grader at Schiller STEAM Academy 
in Pittsburgh Public Schools when he was first seen 
by Vision To Learn. Over the summer, his glasses 
were misplaced while his family was moving. When 
school started, the school nurse reached out to 
Vision To Learn to request a replacement pair. She 
shared that Alonzo was a starter on the school’s 
basketball team, but would not be allowed to 
participate in the upcoming tryouts without  
his glasses.

The replacement glasses were ordered, and 
Pittsburgh Program Manager Mark Scaramuzzi 
promised to do everything possible to make sure 
Alonzo had his glasses for tryouts. The shipment 
with Alonzo’s glasses arrived on the afternoon of 
tryout day, with just hours to spare. Mark called 
Nurse Clayton to let her know that the glasses had 
arrived, and that he was driving them over to the 
school immediately so Alonzo would be able to try 
out for the team.

When Mark arrived at the school, Nurse Clayton 
and Alonzo were waiting at the main entrance, 
Alonzo grinning from ear to ear.  He said, “I can’t 
wait to play basketball this year, and to be able to 
see in my classes.”
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